
1 Faceplate for 2 modules MS-K 1/8, 
   with central plate, without cover frame
2 Faceplate for 3 modules MS-K 1/8, 
   with central plate, without cover frame

3 cover frame 1-fold for faceplates

DESCRIPTION

Faceplates for the installation of 2 and 3 shielded RJ45 modules MS-K Plus 1/8 Cat.6A or KS-TS 1/8 Cat.6/EA. 
Suitable for flush and duct mounting as well as for floor box systems. 
In case of an installation in a flush-mount cup please use 2-port faceplates (Figure 1)!
Mounting frame made of zinc die casting (offers possibility for connection to equipotential bonding). 
The snap-in modules are easily fitted into the faceplates. 
Unused ports are covered with blank covers (metal) that can be removed. 
The central plate has a labelling field with transparent cover. 
The pure white versions are supplied with pure white dust shutters to enable the replacement of the grey shutters at the installed
modules. 
The mounting frames of the 2-port faceplate can be used together with all customary TAE central plates (for multiple designs). 
Delivery without modules.

APPLICATION

Suitable for the following Datwyler modules: 
- RJ45 module MS-K Plus 1/8 Cat. 6A shielded 

- RJ45 module KS-TS 1/8 Cat. 6/EA shielded

DIMENSIONS

Faceplates  
Mounting plate 60 mm
Central plate 50 x 50 mm
Cover frame 80 x 80 mm

VERSIONS

Article
Number

Standard Product Colour (similar to)

440012 GER UP-K Faceplate for 2x MS-K 1/8, angled (delivery without central plate, cover frame, modules)

440013 GER UP-K Faceplate for 3x MS-K 1/8, angled (delivery without central plate, cover frame, modules)

440015 GER UP-K Faceplate for 2x MS-K 1/8, angled, with central plate (delivery without cover frame, modules) oyster white, RAL
1013

440027 GER UP-K Faceplate for 2x MS-K 1/8, angled, with central plate and 2 dust shutters (without cover frame,
modules)

pure white, RAL 9010

440028 GER UP-K Faceplate for 3x MS-K 1/8, angled, with central plate and 3 dust shutters (without cover frame,
modules)

pure white, RAL 9010

UP-K Faceplate 2x, 3x
duct mounted & floor boxes

As of 07.10.2016 Subject to technical modification.



1400830 Cover frame 1-fold pure white, RAL 9010

1401630 Cover frame 1-fold oyster white, RAL
1013

1403924 Cover frame 2-fold pure white, RAL 9010

1403700 Cover frame 2-fold oyster white, RAL
1013

UP-K Faceplate 2x, 3x
duct mounted & floor boxes

As of 07.10.2016 Subject to technical modification.
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